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MEDIA ADVISORY

Helsinki Delegation will Tour Fresno Schools Focused on Digital Learning

What: An education and technology delegation from Helsinki will tour three Fresno Unified schools. The delegation and Fresno Unified teams will share information on digital learning.

When: Wednesday, October 9, 2019
School visits: Scandinavian Middle School – 10-10:55 a.m.
3232 N. Sierra Vista Ave. (93726)

Easterby Elementary School – 11:10 a.m.-12:10 p.m.
5211 E. Tulare Ave. (93727)

Duncan Polytechnical High School – 1:15-2:30 p.m.
4330 E. Garland Ave. (93726)

Fresno Unified teams will have the opportunity to share what the district has learned about creating high quality digital learning for students and learn from a Helsinki delegation of educators and representatives from Microsoft. The Helsinki team will be touring Scandinavian Middle School, Easterby Elementary School and Duncan Polytechnical High School to see firsthand how digital learning is being implemented. Fresno Unified and the Helsinki group will be discussing sharing ongoing work on learning analytics, teaching, assessing skills and other aspects of digital learning.
Stay informed of Fresno Unified’s activities online: